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Ten Top Tips to Improve your School’s Marketing for Free 

The first thing we all do when we start marketing a school is spend money –

websites, a prospectus, advertising … 

But there is so much you could do for free! The truth is that most of us spend too 

much money, but not enough time on marketing!! So what should you spend your 

time doing? Here are some ideas…. 

1. Tell people what your school does

Sounds obvious, doesn’t it? But you need to think about what it is that makes 

your school unique, and also what makes your school better than other 

schools – its Unique Selling Point. 

It must be something that makes you stand out from your competitors – 

something which is unique to you, and differentiates your school.  It needs to 

answer the question “Why should I choose your school?” 

As a school, your Unique Selling Point may be already established as part of 

the school’s ethos, its specialisms and its Ofsted report, but it is worth 

thinking about what it is the parents and children at your school value about 

your school. 

How can you work this out? You need to put yourself in your customers’ 

shoes – so often we love what we do so much that we forget how our 

customers perceive us. You will need to understand what motivates the 

customer’s behaviour and buying decisions – the psychology behind the 

purchase. 

The best way to be sure that your USP is effective is to try it out on both 

existing and prospective parents and students, and get their feedback. Ask 

current parents and students why they chose your school – it may not be the 

reason you thought!  

You could also look at what other schools offer and see if there is a gap 

which is not being filled by any of them – but make sure it is something 

which the parents and students want. 
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The next stage is to ensure that this Unique Selling Point is conveyed in all 

your communications, from your website to school newsletters. A school 

website needs a clear summary about the school and its USP as a starting 

point. Other communications such as newsletters and press releases need to 

give evidence and examples which back up the same message. 

Actions: 

 Define your USP

 Work out how to tell people what you do

 Think about examples of how you deliver your USP

 Check it is on all your communications material
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2. Target your customers 

 

You may well define your target market as all parents and children within a 

certain geographic area, but in fact your school’s USP will appeal more to 

some types of families than others. So you need to define this, and work out 

how to best communicate with these types of families. This may be about 

their socio-economic group and level of parents’ education, but could also 

include ability, gifts and talents of students, nationality or ethnic group, 

disabilities or special needs, and aspirations of parents and students.  

 

Using this information, you can also think about what do they read or watch? 

What do they do? Where do they go? This will help you communicate with the 

target markets. 

 

You might have more than one target group – this is called segmenting the 

market. It does not mean that you will turn away other students, but by 

targeting these segments which are a good fit with your Unique Selling Point, 

you have a better chance of your marketing messages reaching the right 

people. 

 

When choosing a school, parents and students will be influenced by many 

different people, so it is important that you reach out to these other 

influencers, whether they are grandparents, friends, governors, feeder 

schools, or former pupils and their parents. 

 

Taking this a step further, you may want to offer different unique selling 

points for different target markets, and this will need to be reflected in the 

school’s promotional material. 
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3. Use this information 

 

You can then use this information to reach your potential students and their 

parents. These communications include everything from speaking at open 

evenings, parents’ evenings and school events, to news items in local 

newsletters, magazines and newpapers, to the school’s Twitter and Facebook 

accounts, and your school’s prospectus and newsletters. 

 

For more ideas on how to do this, read Tip 4 Repeat the Message, and Tip 5 

Free Marketing Tools. 
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4. Repeat the Message 

 

Perhaps one of the reasons that schools so 

often perceive that their marketing efforts 

have failed is that they expect one action 

to move a prospective parent or student 

through the whole sales cycle from initial 

interest to attending the school. 

Remember that parents may have been 

thinking about where their children should 

go to school since they were born, so 

building your school’s reputation is a long 

term activity. 

 

It is much easier to understand how 

marketing works if you think of everything 

you do as a “nudge” for the prospective 

parent or student to keep them moving in 

the right direction, with the ultimate goal 

being the students applying for a place at 

your school and staying at the school for 

many more years. 

 

Marketers use the acronym AIDA to 

remind them how this process works. 

AIDA stands for Attention, Interest, Desire, 

Action. So you should be aiming to 

gradually move the prospect through this 

process. Rarely do we make an impulse purchase, though purchasing 

confectionery when you are buying petrol in a garage is a good example. But 

when you reach for the Cadbury Dairy Milk or a Mars Bar, remember that over 

a hundred years of advertising has gone into building each of those brands. 

 

So whichever marketing tools you use, you will need to keep up a steady flow 

of press releases, emails, exhibitions, open evenings, newsletters, adverts, 

social media posts etc – once is not enough! We all complain about how often 

some adverts are on TV, but there is a reason – repeating it works. So often I 

hear, “we put an advert in, but got no response”, but you cannot usually get 

response from just one advert – and advertising needs to be combined with 

other marketing activity. 

How to Repeat the 

Message: 

Personal letters 

Emails 

Newsletters 

Open Evenings 

Events 

Lunch 

Coffee 

Phone calls 

Press coverage 

Facebook 

Twitter 

Google Plus 
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You also need to think about the Know, Like, Trust principal. Before anybody 

will apply for a place at your school, or recommend you to others, they have 

to move through these stages of knowing you, liking you and trusting you 

and your school. 
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5. Use Free Marketing Tools 

 

There are lots of free ways to build your school’s reputation. Here are some 

ideas for off-line marketing – more on online marketing later. 

 

Get in the Media 

Many people find it confusing – while you have to pay for advertising in the 

media, if you have a news story, this can be covered free of charge. Of 

course, you can’t control exactly what the media say about you if you are not 

paying for the coverage as an advert, but you can influence it by approaching 

the media yourself with a well written story. 

 

One of the best ways of doing this is to send in a press release or a news 

release. This should be written in an appropriate style for the publication or 

media you are approaching, and you may have to create different versions 

for different media. You need to refer to yourself or your school in the third 

person, as if the journalist is writing about you. You are making the 

journalists job easier – if you do this well, all he or she has to do is copy and 

paste what you send. 

 

Journalists will probably edit your press release to fit the space or time they 

have available, so make sure the most important stuff is in the opening 

paragraph. As a quick test, check the first paragraph answers who, what, 

why, when, where and how. If they only use the first paragraph, will it work 

on its own? 

 

As a school, you should have lots of news worthy stories - here are some 

suggestions: 

 

 Your students achievements – activities, prizes, trips, projects, 

productions 

 Links with current news/celebrities, particularly if you can link a 

national story to you for the local media 

 New staff – particularly heads and senior leadership team 

 Staff achievements, awards, charity events etc 

 Winning awards– either as a school, team or individual student 

 Academic results, and stories around these 

 Charity and fund raising events 
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Actions: 

 Research which media are most relevant to your school (local press, 

radio, TV etc) and find contact names of editors and journalists 

 Work out what stories you have that are newsworthy 

 If necessary, do something newsworthy – win an award, create a 

charity event 

 Draft a press release and get a photo if possible 

 Send to your contacts 

 

Speaking at Events 

Jerry Seinfeld made a great joke about speaking: 

 “I read a thing that actually says that speaking in front of a crowd is 

considered the number one fear of the average person. I found that amazing 

– number two was death!! That means to the average person if you have to 

be at a funeral, you would rather be in the casket than doing the eulogy.” 

As a head teacher or SLT member, you will be used to talking to large 

groups, so hopefully you have got over that fear! Just be aware of the 

difference between talking to students and talking to parents, and get some 

feedback on the talks you give. 

 

Enter Competitions and Awards 

Local papers, networking groups, professional associations and chambers of 

commerce often run awards. Don’t wait to be nominated – often you can 

nominate your own students or school. Make sure you read the rules, enter 

in exactly the way described and meet the deadline. Focus on exactly what 

the judges are asking for, and give as much evidence of your or the student’s 

success as possible, if possible using actual data.  

 

Once you have won an award, use it to get free press coverage for your 

school, and put the award prominently on your website and social media 

profiles. If the award has been made by a local newspaper or business 

publication, then they will ensure you get coverage in their publication. 

 

Actions: 

 Research what awards are available in your area 

 Put the deadline in your diary, and start on your application 

 Focus on what the judges are looking for and tangible results 

 Use the award to get media coverage 

 Display the award on your website,  promotional material and social 

media profiles 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/work-in-progress/2012/10/09/five-reasons-why-the-fear-of-public-speaking-is-great-for-you/#undefined
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6. Use free online tools 

 

There are lots of free marketing tools available online, such as Mail Chimp 

and Constant Contact for email marketing, Survey Monkey and Smart Survey 

for online Surveys, and WordPress and Typepad for blogs. If you haven’t 

already got Google Analytics on your website, add it so that you can see how 

many visitors you get, and how they found your site, and what they were 

searching for when they found it. 

 

Email Marketing Tools 

Email marketing is a great tool as there is no 

postage to pay, and it is a way of keeping in 

touch with both prospective parents and current 

parents. By using a system such as Mail Chimp, 

you can track who opens and clicks on your 

emails, and which type of information they find 

most useful and interesting. It also enables 

better presentation of the material, as the email 

can just have a short summary with links to 

longer articles on the school website.  

 

Mail Chimp is free for lists of up to 2,000 subscribers, and you can send up 

to 12,000 emails a month for free, after this monthly plans start at £6.13 a 

month (January 2014), so it is great for starting out with email marketing. It 

automatically handles unsubscribes, and there is a lot of information on the 

site to get you started. 

 

Actions: 

 Build your own data base of parents (a spreadsheet with the contact 

information in separate columns will do fine) 

 Think about what content would be most useful and interesting for 

your parents 

 Choose an email marketing tool, check out services offered and 

prices, and download your contact list – you are ready to create your 

first email campaign! 

 

 

 

http://mailchimp.com/
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Online Survey Tools 

Online survey tools mean you can 

easily send a link to get feedback 

from parents and students. Tools 

such as SurveyMonkey (no relation to 

Mail Chimp it seems!) also collate and 

analyse all the responses for you. These are great time savers, and a very 

professional way to create a survey. Remember to keep your survey short, or 

responders will not complete it, and you could offer a discount or freeby to 

those who complete it, or enter them in a draw for a bigger prize. 

 

Survey Monkey is free for surveys of up to 10 questions, and up to 100 

responses a survey (April 2013). 

 

Actions: 

 Build a list of people to survey 

 Register with a online survey provider, and draw up your questionnaire 

 Email it out to your list (this can be done via the survey provider or 

your own emailing system) 

 Check out the results – what actions will you take as a result of this? 

 

Blogging Tools 

Your school website will undoubtedly have a news section which you update 

regularly. This could be structured as a blog, which Google ranks highly as it 

likes fresh content. 

 

Wordpress can even be used to create a whole website, not just a blog (the 

Ridgeway Marketing website was created using a template in Wordpress). It 

has a number of features that make it very search engine friendly, and 

constructs the site well, making it Google friendly. The blog posts can also 

be used for an email newsletter, and shared on social media, so you will get 

great value from them.  

 

Actions: 

 Talk to your web designer about adding a blog to your existing site, or 

if you are planning a new site, work out how you are going to 

incorporate it. 

 Decide who will write each blog, or be responsible for updating it 

regularly. 

 Get sharing the content on social media and email 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
http://www.ridgewaymarketing.co.uk/
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Google Analytics 

Google Analytics is a free tool from Google which shows how many visitors 

your website is getting, how they found the site, what search terms they 

used, which page they landed on, and how long they stayed on the website, 

amongst other things. Using this information will help you improve your 

website, and get more conversions from it. 

 

Actions: 

 Open a Google account if you don’t already have one 

 Copy and paste the tracking code into each page of the website (or 

ask your web designer to do it) 

 Check the analytics regularly, and keep a record so that you can see 

what changes and what difference the changes you implement make. 
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7. Get the most from your website 

 

If you are in any doubt about how important this is for your marketing – just 

think about how we all turn to the internet when we want to know anything 

now. We use smart phones, tablets and laptops all the time – whether we are 

out and about, shopping or watching TV, whether we are concerned about a 

health issue, how to raise our kids, or want to book a holiday. We look at 

websites, blogs and reviews, or ask our friends, family and colleagues on 

social media, to help us make these decisions.  

 

School websites are usually highly ranked by search engines such as Google, 

so Search Engine Optimisation is not generally a priority. However, there are 

a few things that might be worth checking, particularly if you have a new 

website. You may also want to sell other services of the school, so you will 

need to consider whether these are things which people may be searching for 

on Google. 

 

 

Having the right page titles 

This is the text on the tab at the top of each page, and they are used by 

Google to help it understand what the page is about. You have up to 60 

characters to play with, so make the most of them – have different terms on 

each page. Don’t waste them on terms that nobody would search for (Home 

page, Welcome, and About Us are a complete waste of space!). The Page 

Titles need to reflect the content of the page.  

 

If you want to know what people are searching for, use the free online 

Google Adwords Keyword tool. This will show you how many searches are 

made locally and internationally for the search terms you are thinking of 

using, and to find alternative words that you could also use. 

 

Google Places 

If you want to rank higher for local searches (ie people searching for 

something in your town or city) and ensure your school has a pin on the 

Google local map, then Google Places is where you want to be. It also means 

a map will appear with your location on it when people search for your 

school. 

 

This is another free service provided by Google, and you just need a free 

Google account to access it.  Google will send you a post card with a number 
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on it to register your school, so that Google can check you really are where 

you say you are. 

 

Checking your Website can be Read by Google 

Once your website is up and running, you can do a quick check that Google 

can read the text on the website by typing info: followed by your website 

address into the Google search bar. This will then give you the option to 

“Show Google’s Cache” of your website. From the cache, on the top right is 

another link “Text Only” which will show you the text that Google can read. If 

there is no cache or no text, then Google cannot read your website, and you 

and your web designer have some work to do. 

Actions: 

 Check that you have good Page title tags on each website page 

 Register with Google Places if you want to appear in local searches 

 Check that your website can be read by Google 
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8. Use your Existing Students 

 

Most people think schools marketing is about getting new students, but it is 

also about keeping the students you have, particularly when there is a clear 

opportunity for them to leave such as at the end of Year 11. Remember that 

it is much cheaper to keep existing students than to recruit new ones. Make 

sure you keep them happy, get recommendations and testimonials from 

them, and use the information you have about them to encourage them to 

stay at the school. 

 

Give Excellent Customer Service 

You also need to keep the students you have by giving excellent customer 

service to them and their parents. To learn more about customer service, I 

recommend you download Marylou Booth’s book “How to increase your 

profits by giving excellent customer care”www.trainingworksuk.’co.uk 

 

Keep Reminding Them 

You do need to stay in touch with current parents and students to remind 

them that you are doing a good job (see Tip 4 on Repeat the Message for 

some ideas how to do this). This will also increase the chances of them 

recommending you to another family. 

 

You could use emails and social media to do this, but there are other ways.  

 

Actions 

 

 Think about your market and how you are going to keep in touch with 

current parents and students 

 Set up systems so that each parent is added to a database for email 

marketing, social media or other means of staying in contact. 

 

 

Get Reviews and Testimonials 

Genuine testimonials and recommendations from students and parents will 

give your marketing messages real credibility, particularly when prospects 

first come across your school on the internet. These could even be extended 

into case studies, which could go on your website, be used as news releases, 

and at open days and evenings. 

 

http://www.trainingworksuk.co.uk/
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It also gives you important customer feedback which you can use to improve 

your school and the services you offer. Research shows that prospects view 

some negative feedback as a positive – if this is the worse your students and 

parents have experienced, that may be fine with them, or the issue raised 

may not be relevant to them.  

 

One further point on testimonials – always ask permission from the customer 

before using their words, and use their full name as it will give it more 

credibility. You may like to get video testimonials too! 

 

Actions: 

 Decide on a route for getting testimonials  

 Approach existing students and parents or start using system. 

 Ensure testimonials are displayed on websites, leaflets, brochures, 

with complete details to give credibility 

 Consider other types of testimonials such as video 
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9. Write an action plan 

 

The best way to ensure you put all of this into practice is to write a plan with 

actions. Make sure you agree it with somebody else, to encourage you to put 

do it. Then when you have actioned it, monitor the results, revise your plan 

and start again! 

 

There are no right and wrong answers in marketing – what works for one 

school won’t always work for another, so it is a case of finding out what 

works for you. 

 

To ensure you keep up your marketing efforts, try to plan a year ahead, 

using a spreadsheet or planner, showing what you need to do each month. 

You could also use this planner to keep a track of costs. 
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10.  Measure the Results 

 

You can use some of the tools mentioned above to help you monitor the 

results. Email marketing programmes will enable you to see who has clicked 

on what part of your mailing, and Google Analytics will show you how many 

people are responding to your marketing campaigns and clicking on your 

website. Just asking enquirers and customers where they heard about you 

can also help. 

 

A whole host of social media tools exist to help you measure how effective 

your social media activities are. Facebook has analytics built into it, which 

can be viewed once you have 30 likes on your Business page. Remember to 

not just measure the number of fans or followers, but how engaged they are, 

what type of posts get shared most etc... 

 

To monitor the effectiveness of any one part of your marketing activities, you 

need to consider not just how much it costs, but how much time it takes, and 

how much revenue it generates.  

 

Actions: 

 Put Google Analytics on your website, and monitor it regularly 

 Use an email marketing programme 

 Code mailings 

 Talk to new enquirers and customers 

 Use tools to monitor social media, such as Crowdbooster, Twitalyzer 
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Just Do One Thing! 

If all of this has left you in a state of complete overwhelm, then why not just identify 

one thing that would improve your marketing, and implement that? 

If you then want to make some long term changes to your marketing, you will need 

a plan of action, and some support. A Marketing Mentor can give you an 

independent view point, new approaches, and a clear focus on the actions needed 

to improve your business, as well as such much needed support when the going 

gets tough. 

Ridgeway Marketing also offers marketing training, and outsourced marketing, 

including copy writing, press release writing, and marketing planning. 
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Please get in touch via Ridgeway Marketing if you would like to give any feedback 

on this Ebook. We would love to hear from you if you have found it helpful, or if 

anything needs updating. 
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http://www.ridgewaymarketing.co.uk/



